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Almost three in ten families across 

England live in areas where most or 

all of the closest primary schools are 

faith schools. A new report, 

 from the National 

Secular Society  highlights how the 

prevalence of faith schools limits  

primary school choice for parents.  

The NSS report reveals that in 2018:

Between 111,000 and 136,000 

applicant families lived in areas 

where the availability of secular 

schools was highly restricted.

A further 45,000 to 60,000 lived in 

areas where it was extremely 

restricted.

More than one in five families who 

missed out on their first choice of a 

non-faith primary school were 

assigned a faith school. This includes 

1,398 families who had made all 

their preferences (typically five) for a 

non-faith school.

Families in rural areas were most 

affected by the restrictions, as 53% of 

all rural primary schools are faith 

The 

Choice Delusion,

The report shows that for many 

parents the so called ‘choice’ offered 

by faith schools is illusionary. It 

reveals the difficulties faced by 

parents who do not want a faith-

based education for their children, or 

do not share the faith of a particular 

school in their area.

Too few secular schools
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THE CHOICE DELUSION
Report shows that faith schools are the only option for many parents

based.

In some parts of the country, 

particularly in rural areas where the 

only primary school is Church of 

England, parents are often left with 

little or no choice but to send their 

child to a school with a religious 

ethos. This situation clearly fails to 

respect parents’ and pupils’ 

r e l i g i o u s  o r  p h i l o s o p h i c a l  

convictions and denies the ability of 

parents to choose a religiously-

neutral education for their children.

The Report quotes Joanne from 

Canterbury who says: 

“I’m a Christian but I believe faith 

schools cause big problems in society. 

They cause segregation and reduce 

school choice for parents. It is so much 

better for all children to learn together, 

mixing with all the children in their 

community. It is wrong that children are 

turned away from a school or prioritised 

for entry based on what their parents 

happen to do on a Sunday! 

I know a number of people who’ve told 

me they faked faith to get a school place, 

and I know one rather corrupt C of E 

primary school that helps out children 

who fail the 11-plus with their secondary 

application, so they go to a faith school 

not a regular high school. These sorts of 

problems are avoided by having all 

schools open to all local pupils.”

The only choice is a faith school

Professor Sophie Scott will talk 
about the expression of the 
emotions in man and animals. 

Sophie is Professor of Cognitive 
Neuroscience at  Univers ity  
College, London. She specialises in 
speech, communication, emotions 
and laughter.  

Professor Scott has performed as a 
standup comedian and has 
appeared on Radio Four in The Life 
Scientific, 

 She  presented  the  Roya l  
Institution Christmas Lectures in 
2017 entitled The Language of Life 
which explored the topic of 
communication.

The Infinite Monkey 
Cage and on  the BBC TV series 
Horizon with the comedian Jimmy 
Carr.

Darwin Lecture:
THE STORY OF LAUGHTER
Sunday, 10 February 6.30 pm
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1. What year was Jesus born?

a. We don’t know for sure, since the 

gospels disagree irreconcilably.

b. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was during the reign of 

Herod the Great (died around 4 B.C.).

c. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was when Quirinius was 

governor of Syria (6 A.D.).

d. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was the year the moon 

was in the seventh house and Jupiter 

aligned with Mars.

e. D’uh! The year zero, of course.

2. According to the Gospels, what 

day was Jesus born?

a. Dec 25th.

b. Dec 24th.

c. No date is given in any gospel.

d. The day of the Winter Solstice.

e. The third night of Hanukkah.

3. What pagan holiday did later 

Christians “borrow” to celebrate 

Jesus’ birthday?

a. The Greek Brumalia festival

b. The Roman feast of Saturnalia

c. Dies Natalis Solis Invicti (“the 

Birthday of the Unconquered Sun”)

d. All of the above

e. None of the above

4. On what day was Jesus really 

born? 

a. Jan 6

b. Feb 2 (Groundhog Day)

c. March 25

d. We can’t be certain.

e. Sometime during Sukkoth, the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles

5. According to Mark (the oldest 

gospel) where was Jesus born?

a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 

gold, frankincense and myrrh from afar.

c. There were no Wise Men.

d. Cupid, Donder and Blitzen.

e. Melchior of Persia, Caspar (or Gaspar) 

of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.

7. According to Matthew, who 

showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.

c. Scary stuff: An angel warns Joseph via 

a dream to flee their home in Bethlehem 

for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 

son, so they move to Nazareth in Galilee 

instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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Sunday 3rd February  6.30pm
Helen Lentell - Making distance education work. 
This talk, based on Helen's PhD research will explore the role of university 
workers in enabling access to university study.  And how managerialism is 
undermining this provision. 

Sunday 10th February 6.30pm
Darwin Day lecture: Professor Sophie Scott - The story of Laughter
Professor 

Sunday 17th February 6.30pm
Professor Paul Monks - From the air you breathe in to the air you 
breathe out
A talk on air pollution.  Paul's research experience covers the broad areas 
of air quality, atmospheric composition and climate change. 

Sunday 24th February 6.30pm 
Prashant Kidambi - Cricket as Religion, the Religion of Cricket: The 
politics of sport in colonial India
Prashant's talk is about a cricket tournament called the Bombay 
Pentangular, which was played on the lines of religious identity in the early 
twentieth century. Sport here serves as a prism through which one can 
understand the nature of colonialism and its impact on the making of social 
identities.

Sunday 3rd March  6.30pm
Anniversary Sunday 
An event to mark the 138th anniversary of the opening of the Secular Hall 
and to celebrate the life of Louie Croxtall who died last year aged 104.
Members will talk about Louie (her life and times) and present archive and 
video material.

Please bring food/drink to share.  Cake will be provided!

Sunday 10th March  6.30pm
An International Women’s Day event
Claire Paterson-Young & Jessica Eaton - Learning about abuse 
from the voice of the child
The Little Orange Book - what can we learn from this unique example of 
writing from a child experiencing severe abuse, rape and daily violence? 
What can we learn about how she coped with and understood what 
was happening to her?

Sunday 17th March 6.30pm
Headstrong meeting

Come along and bring any topic of your choosing for discussion in an 
informal setting. 

Sunday 24th March 6.30pm

Rebecca Pritchard - 

will talk about the expression of the emotions in man and 
animals.

Wicked problems in health science
A presentation of the impact of lifestyle diseases in the UK, and 
exploration of how we tackle them.

The speaker is the Public Engagement Manager for the Leicester 
Diabetes Centre and the National Institute for Health Research 

2 Leicester Secularist 

Allan Hayes
Allan Hayes was made an Honorary Life 
Member of the Leicester Secular 
Society at its AGM in November. 

Uganda Humanist Schools
A collection was taken at the LSS AGM 
for the Uganda Humanist Schools 
Trust, which together with the money 
raised at the evening lecture, 
amounted to £74.

John Osborne
The “cast” of the reading of John 
Osborne’s TV play A Subject Of Scandal 
And Concern which took place at the 
Secular Hall in September. The play 
dealt with G.J. Holyoake’s arrest, trial 
and imprisonment for blasphemy in 
1842.
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Faith Schools Injustice

‘Successive governments’ support 

for faith-based education has left us 

in the unjust and unsustainable 

situation where a state education 

system in one of the most 

secularised nations in the world 

isn’t able to provide parents with a 

secular education for their children.

The Government has made no 

assessment of how many parents 

are in this situation. The NSS report 

recommends a way of monitoring 

this, and of prioritising inclusive 

schools in areas of highly restricted 

choice.

Whilst it is reasonable to allow 

followers of certain religions to 

have their children educated 

according to a particular faith 

doctrine, there is no reason why this 

should take place in schools or be 

funded by the state.

A policy of only providing state 

funding for secular schools would 

not restrict choice for people of 

faith. Community schools and 

other schools without a religious 

designation welcome children of all 

faith backgrounds and none and, 

unlike many faith schools, never 

discriminate on religious grounds 

in their admissions. Although it is 

true that such schools would not 

offer confessional or directive 

education in religion, this is not a 

reasonable expectation of the state 

in any case.

To ensure that the greatest number 

of parents have the greatest amount 

of choice, there needs to be a move 

away from faith-based schools in 

favour of inclusive secular schools 

that welcome children of all faith 

and non-faith backgrounds equally 

and educate them together.’

SECULAR SOCIETY AGM
Officers' reports were presented 

outlining progress made over the 

previous year and plans for the 

future.  Thanks were given to both 

Board members and others who 

have contributed their time and 

expertise during the year.  A report 

was also made from the 'Way 

Forward' meeting, which had given 

members the opportunity to 

contribute their ideas for the 

development of the Society. (These 

are recorded elsewhere so will not be 

repeated in detail here).

The death of 3 important members 

during the year, Stuart Bailey, Louie 

Croxtall and Frank Dewhirst was 

noted with regret.  

There were 3 motions, 2 presented by 

Lyn Hurst, relating to the busts on 

the front of the Hall and the wording 

on the banner, were not agreed.  Ned 

Newitt's resolution, regarding the 

procedure for appointing new 

trustees to the Rationalist Trust, was 

passed.

Allan Hayes

The Board nominated Allan Hayes 

for Honorary Life Membership of 

the Society and this was passed 

unanimously. The chair commented: 

'Allan has been a member for several 

years and always a very active one.  At 

an age when we ordinary mortals will be 

using it as a reason to stay at home with 

our feet up, Allan comes out on a Sunday 

evening whatever the weather, not just to 

listen but to participate and make his 

we l l  in formed and  thought fu l  

contributions.  He has in the near past 

been a long-term member of the Board 

and served as one of our best ever 

presidents, helping the Society move 

from being regarded as a small, eccentric 

group to a much better known, well 

accepted and influential part of the 

Leicester scene (and beyond).  

Allan is passionate about the cause of 

Secularism/Humanism and never 

misses the opportunity for networking 

and spreading the word.  He is known by 

religious groups throughout the city, 

founded TED-X Leicester, speaks 

regularly in schools and can nearly 

always be found at significant national 

secular events.  It is noticeable how 

often, when we have a high profile 

speaker, they walk in, look around, 

extend a hand and greet Allan.   

Allan has, of course, experienced many 

disappointments and setbacks during 

his time with the Society – but in 

situations where lesser members would 

have stomped off in a rage never to 

darken our doors again, he has simply 

kept going.  We don't all always agree 

with him, but for years he has continued 

to inform us, make us think, inspired, 

charmed and exasperated us and we 

sincerely hope he will continue to do so 

for many years to come'.

Election of Officers and the Board

Mo Abbas, Pete Stone and Mike 

Burden all stepped down from the 

Board for a variety of reasons (Gush 

Bhumbra had resigned during the 

year) and new directors elected were 

Brenda Fields, Michael Gerard and 

Mark Lucas.  Gillian Lighton was 

elected as chair, but we were unable 

to appoint a new President.  Eleanor 

Davidson was suggested but she has 

subsequently decided not to accept, 

so the new Board is left to resolve this 

issue. The current Board is therefore:

Gillian Lighton (chair), John Catt 

(treasurer), Anthony Matthew 

(company secretary),  Robert 

Bennett (Bobba Cass), Brenda 

Fields, Michael Gerard, Mark 

Lucas, Ned Newitt, Mushtaq Patas

This leaves the possibility of further 

members being co-opted onto the 

Board during the year. 

Throughout the meeting, it was 

emphasised that to continue to 

develop, the Society needs the active 

part icipation of  the general  

membership, not just members of 

the Board. 30 members attended.

The Executive Summary to the 

N.S.S. Choice Delusion Report

24th November 2018
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invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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The Far Right has been using 

Christian rhetoric and symbolism to 

pursue their primarily anti-Muslim 

propaganda.  Christendom or  

Crusades are their most recent acts to 

attempt to unite Christians with so-

called Secularists. In Germany 80% of 

Alternative for Germany have no 

religion.

Britain First conducted Christian 

patrols in multi-cultural cities on the 

back of terrorist events or scandals. 

They bore white crosses reminiscent 

of the Ku Klux Klan who burnt 

crosses in pending violence. In 

Dresden the AFD bear green crosses 

the German national colour. They 

sing carols and carry candles. In 

France the NF held a rally round the 

gold statue of Joan of Arc. The 

Hungarian president has vowed to 

preserve the Christian culture. The 

Bavarian government has passed a 

law that all public buildings must 

display a clearly visible crucifix near 

their entrance.

The Christian Church has distanced 

itself from most of these activities. 

However, Liz Fekete in her book New 

Fault Lines lists three ways in which 

far right policies converged with the 

mainstream in Europe in the 1990's.

The first resulted from the collapse of 

the Soviet Union plus the structural 

adjustment programmes imposed on 

countries such as Zimbabwe and Sri 

Lanka and the movement of refugees 

from the far south. Globalisation was 

the cause for  this .  Germany 

a b a n d o n e d  c l a u s e  1 6  o f  i t s  

constitution which gave the right to 

asylum following violence against 

migrant contract workers and asylum 

seekers on the street and the fire 

bombing of a hostel by fascists. 

Asylum policy was harmonised, 

militarised and a prison was built for 

asylum seekers. 

Secondly, right wing policies 

converged when employment rights 

and welfare were denied to asylum 

seekers and migrants and made 

available only to “natives.”

Thirdly, the War on Terror led to 

convergence across the mainstream 

spectrum and emboldening of the Far 

Right. The New Right in France and 

the UK turned the debate from race to 

ethnic difference and the threat to 

national identity and propaganda 

that cultures do not mix.

Collaboration also exists between Far 

-Right groups the police, the military, 

business and the state in some 

European countries. Collaboration 

between Loyalist para military 

groups and the police in Northern 

Ireland is under investigation. There 

is Far Right involvement in asylum 

seeker' prisons. In other instances, 

violence against the left or migrants is 

deliberately ignored. Collusion was 

exposed in trial of Golden Dawn in 

2016 in Greece where their members 

inc luding MP's  were  most ly  

c o n v i c t e d  o f  m u r d e r  o r  

manslaughter. There is mounting 

evidence that Golden Dawn created 

battalions against their opponents 

and then rented them out in collusion 

with police and business. A trial of 

FAS in Spain for bombing Trade 

Union, civic and migrants' centres 

collapsed.

In Hungary the government is set to 

work on a few new fronts-legal, 

adminis trat ive  and f inancia l  

measures, criminal investigations, 

verbal and smear assaults against 

NGOs including a community centre 

set up by secular Jewish students. The 

highest profile of these crackdowns is 

a law passed in 2018 which 

cr imina l i ses  NGOs ass i s t ing  

undocumented migrants. As part of 

the law, the government introduced a 

25% tax on groups it says assists 

immigration. The levy forced 

Budapest 's  Central  European 

University to suspend its refugee 

programmes.  NGOs receiving more 

than a minimal amount from other 

countries have to publicly register as 

foreign funded. The Hungarian 

government's traditional family 

values are also deeply damaging to 

the LGBT community.   

Steve Bannon the billionaire ex Chief 

Strategist and Senior Counsellor to 

Donald Trump has set up an 

organisation in Brussels to assist 10 of 

the Far- Right European parties. He 

has also helped fund an “Institute for 

Human Dignity” in Italy. Its leader 

denies that organisations like AFD are  

Far Right and says the Institute is for 

the promotion of Christians in public 

life without any obstacles. 

The leaders of Britain First will be 

finishing their prison sentences but 

still have an active website. Loss of 

elections and mobilisations of anti-

fascists around the country including 

Leicester who blocked their stall led to 

their decline but other Far Right 

groups such as the Football Lads 

Alliance are active and Tommy 

Robinson supporters are joining UKIP. 

Thousands have been marching 

against the Hungarian government. 

Unite and Fight No Platform for 

Fascists       

Chris Goodwin

The Far Right & Christianity
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1. What year was Jesus born?

a. We don’t know for sure, since the 

gospels disagree irreconcilably.

b. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was during the reign of 

Herod the Great (died around 4 B.C.).

c. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was when Quirinius was 

governor of Syria (6 A.D.).

d. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was the year the moon 

was in the seventh house and Jupiter 

aligned with Mars.

e. D’uh! The year zero, of course.

2. According to the Gospels, what 

day was Jesus born?

a. Dec 25th.

b. Dec 24th.

c. No date is given in any gospel.

d. The day of the Winter Solstice.

e. The third night of Hanukkah.

3. What pagan holiday did later 

Christians “borrow” to celebrate 

Jesus’ birthday?

a. The Greek Brumalia festival

b. The Roman feast of Saturnalia

c. Dies Natalis Solis Invicti (“the 

Birthday of the Unconquered Sun”)

d. All of the above

e. None of the above

4. On what day was Jesus really 

born? 

a. Jan 6

b. Feb 2 (Groundhog Day)

c. March 25

d. We can’t be certain.

e. Sometime during Sukkoth, the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles

5. According to Mark (the oldest 

gospel) where was Jesus born?

a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 

gold, frankincense and myrrh from afar.

c. There were no Wise Men.

d. Cupid, Donder and Blitzen.

e. Melchior of Persia, Caspar (or Gaspar) 

of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.

7. According to Matthew, who 

showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.

c. Scary stuff: An angel warns Joseph via 

a dream to flee their home in Bethlehem 

for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 

son, so they move to Nazareth in Galilee 

instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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Mark Lucas

Can Religion Make Us Healthier? (and Save the NHS).

Santa Claus has finally retreated to 

his grotto to supervise another 11 

months of toy making toil with his 

(probably non-unionised) Elves, 

whilst mortal man and woman are 

checking the state of their balances 

(bank down / weight up).

Upon post Christmas reflection, is 

t r u l y  a m a z i n g  h o w  S a n t a ' s  

overworked heart manages to pump 

enough blood through his clogged 

arteries to keep his, probably 

diabetic, body in action year after 

year.  Clambering over icy rooftops 

and slithering down narrow 

chimneys is no mean feat for a man 

of his age and poor physical 

condition.  

I know not what type of public 

healthcare facilities they have up in 

the nether regions of Elf Land, but 

one thing is for sure: to keep dear old 

Santa fit and healthy it must cost the 

Elves a fair slice of their tax 

expenditure. Here in the (possibly 

soon to be independent) ancient 

monarchy of Britain, 21% (£124 

billion) of the national tax income is 

yearly given to the health services.   

The UK Government indicates that 

the cost of treatment of obesity and 

diabetes is more than the total 

expenditure on police, fire services 

and judiciary combined: over £6 

billion in direct costs to the NHS.

The ‘New Smoking’

As the Obesity Healthcare Alliance 

states:  “Failure to tackle obesity is 

kicking an enormous debt – tens of 

billions of pounds – into the long grass 

and expecting future generations to pay 

for it.”

And, according to Simon Stevens, 

CEO of NHS England, 2014.

“Obesity is the new smoking, and it 

represents a slow-motion car crash in 

terms of avoidable illness and rising 

The National Elf Service

health care costs”

So, if the red super hero of the silly 

Season partly got us into this 

intractable mess, just how are we 

going to get out of it?  It could well be 

that good old fashioned religion, 

Christian religion in this case, may 

well have a practical part of the 

answer.

In accordance with liturgical law 

a n d  t h e  t r a d i t i o n  o f  t h e  

Quadragesima Sancti Martini (St 

Martin's Lent, other wise known as 

Advent) 40 days of fasting were 

required by believers  - all of us 

actually as we have an Established 

Church – during November and 

December in order to permit the 

following Christmas season orgy of 

eating and drinking.

Fasting goes under many cultural 

guises and formats, both modern 

and old, but all of them will entail a 

reduction in both total calorie 

consumption and a reduction in 

“bad” foods such as meats, oils and 

fats, dairy products, alcohol.  

Interest ingly,  under modern 

Lenten/Adventen instructions, 

sugar is also on the prohibited list.

These are all comestibles and 

libations that are forbidden, in one 

way or another, by both religion, and 

by the NHS for sufferers from 

obesity, cardiac disease, and similar 

lifestyle ailments.  Recent studies, 

mentioned in the British Medical 

Journal, also attest to the efficacy of 

regular periodic fasting in reversing, 

inter alia, type 2 diabetes.

Apart from these 40 day pre 

Christmas Adventen fasts there are 

another 40 days of pre-Easter lenten 

fasts. 80 fast days out of 365 days is at 

the very least an excellent place to 

Fasting

Forbidden Libations

More Fasting

start in reducing obesity and 

consequently the crisis in the NHS

Modernism, materialism, secularism 

and generalised obesity are all recent 

developments within our society 

(some of us still believe that there is 

such a thing as society)  and are 

intimately entwined within it's 

culture.  Maybe, just maybe, the 

logical answer to improving the 

NHS, by re-allocating monies away 

from obesity treatment and towards 

more dire and unpreventable 

disease,  is actually by having more  

religion in the NHS and in society as a 

whole, and not less of it as some 

people would espouse. If it both 

improves our health, and improves 

the NHS, what's not to like about 

religion and fasting?

Ded Moroz (Russian: Дед Мороз,  also 
Morozko  is a fictional character similar 
to that of Father Christmas and has its 
roots in Slavic mythology. (Sergeev 
Pavel, Wikimedia Commons)
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1. What year was Jesus born?

a. We don’t know for sure, since the 

gospels disagree irreconcilably.

b. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was during the reign of 

Herod the Great (died around 4 B.C.).

c. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was when Quirinius was 

governor of Syria (6 A.D.).

d. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was the year the moon 

was in the seventh house and Jupiter 

aligned with Mars.

e. D’uh! The year zero, of course.

2. According to the Gospels, what 

day was Jesus born?

a. Dec 25th.

b. Dec 24th.

c. No date is given in any gospel.

d. The day of the Winter Solstice.

e. The third night of Hanukkah.

3. What pagan holiday did later 

Christians “borrow” to celebrate 

Jesus’ birthday?

a. The Greek Brumalia festival

b. The Roman feast of Saturnalia

c. Dies Natalis Solis Invicti (“the 

Birthday of the Unconquered Sun”)

d. All of the above

e. None of the above

4. On what day was Jesus really 

born? 

a. Jan 6

b. Feb 2 (Groundhog Day)

c. March 25

d. We can’t be certain.

e. Sometime during Sukkoth, the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles

5. According to Mark (the oldest 

gospel) where was Jesus born?

a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 

gold, frankincense and myrrh from afar.

c. There were no Wise Men.

d. Cupid, Donder and Blitzen.

e. Melchior of Persia, Caspar (or Gaspar) 

of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.

7. According to Matthew, who 

showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.

c. Scary stuff: An angel warns Joseph via 

a dream to flee their home in Bethlehem 

for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 

son, so they move to Nazareth in Galilee 

instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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Dorothy Francis from  CASE (Co-

operative and Social Enterprise 

Agency - http://case.coop/) came to 

talk about the purpose of co-

operatives and how CASE helps 

them to develop in Leicester and 

more widely in the East Midlands. 

She herself had left a safe job with the 

General Post Office to go to 

university then with a group of 

friends had set up a co-operative 

bookshop without any training in 

running a business. 

Fortunately they were assisted by 

the Co-operative Development 

Agency in Coventry and then she 

worked for the CDA in Leicester, 

which became the predecessor of 

CASE. People are inherently co-

operative, Dorothy said, and that 

principle was widely relied on in 

Jamaica, where she had come from, 

but seemed less accepted here in 

England. So co-operation needs to be 

taught.

Co-ops & Social Enterprises

A co-operative is a business with a 

social, environmental or ethical 

purpose, owned and controlled by 

its members with equal voting 

rights. Any surplus is reinvested in 

the business, though customers of 

Co-op shops are familiar with an 

annual dividend for them as 

members. The members may be 

employees, residents or customers, 

depending on the type of its 

activities. The International Co-

operative Alliance has a set of 

principles which define a co-

operative. A social enterprise is a 

wider category which includes for 

example credit unions and housing 

associations and it does not 

necessarily follow the principle of 

one member one vote.

CASE can help with finding finance 

for starting a co-operative, give 

Help for new Co-ops

Co-operatives - Business for Change
advice on planning the business and 

provide training in marketing and 

other business skills. It provides a 

service free at the point of delivery 

and helps some who would not 

easily get help elsewhere, such as 

migrants and ex-prisoners. If the 

enterprise survives its third year, 

and many do not, then CASE feels 

some relief. Leicester Wholefood Co-

operative lacked finance to get 

started until assisted by CASE. 

Soft Touch, the arts organisation in 

New Walk, was another client of 

CASE. Complete Wasters, based in 

Syston, were formed to collect 

obsolete computers from businesses 

and recycle them, a project said to be 

a waste of time by their business 

advisers before they turned to 

CASE. Shepshed Carers aimed to 

counter the very high turnover of 

caring staff which is disturbing to 

their mostly elderly clients and also 

indicates dissatisfaction among the 

carers themselves. Organised on co-

operative principles it now has an 

exceptionally stable workforce.

Complete Wasters
Dorothy Francis, received an MBE in 
the 2016 New Year Honour’s List for 
“services to enterprise and the 
communities of Leicester and 
Leicestershire.”   

Dorothy was also awarded the 
Queen’s Award for Enterprise 
Promotion Lifetime Achievement 
Award.

Anthony Matthew

Leicester Vaughan College is an 
independent higher education 
college set up as a co-operative 
Community Benefit Society. It aims to 
provide university-level education 
dedicated to the needs of part-time 
learners and to those wanting ‘a 
second chance’ to study. 

Co-op History

Equity and Anchor Shoes

The co-operative idea might be 

traced back to the Diggers of 1649 

who took over land to farm it 

communally but the real foundation 

of the movement was by the 

Rochdale Pioneers of 1844 who set 

up a shop to supply the town with 

unadulterated food at affordable 

prices. To get the produce to sell they 

had to walk to Manchester each 

week  and br ing  i t  back  in  

wheelbarrows. 

In Leicester the Co-operative Boot 
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1. What year was Jesus born?

a. We don’t know for sure, since the 

gospels disagree irreconcilably.

b. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was during the reign of 

Herod the Great (died around 4 B.C.).

c. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was when Quirinius was 

governor of Syria (6 A.D.).

d. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was the year the moon 

was in the seventh house and Jupiter 

aligned with Mars.

e. D’uh! The year zero, of course.

2. According to the Gospels, what 

day was Jesus born?

a. Dec 25th.

b. Dec 24th.

c. No date is given in any gospel.

d. The day of the Winter Solstice.

e. The third night of Hanukkah.

3. What pagan holiday did later 

Christians “borrow” to celebrate 

Jesus’ birthday?

a. The Greek Brumalia festival

b. The Roman feast of Saturnalia

c. Dies Natalis Solis Invicti (“the 

Birthday of the Unconquered Sun”)

d. All of the above

e. None of the above

4. On what day was Jesus really 

born? 

a. Jan 6

b. Feb 2 (Groundhog Day)

c. March 25

d. We can’t be certain.

e. Sometime during Sukkoth, the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles

5. According to Mark (the oldest 

gospel) where was Jesus born?

a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 

gold, frankincense and myrrh from afar.

c. There were no Wise Men.

d. Cupid, Donder and Blitzen.

e. Melchior of Persia, Caspar (or Gaspar) 

of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.

7. According to Matthew, who 

showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.

c. Scary stuff: An angel warns Joseph via 

a dream to flee their home in Bethlehem 

for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 

son, so they move to Nazareth in Galilee 

instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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Some Leicester Co-op History

From the Leicester Chronicle . William Pare was a follower of Robert 
Owen and his lectures in Leicester popularised co-operation and several co-ops 
were set up, though none lasted very long. The Commercial Room later became 
the Owenite Social Institution and is now the Market Tavern.

 June 1831

The education room at the Equity Shoe factory on Bede Street in 
1890.Secualarists played a leading role in foundation of this co-operative 
which lasted until June 2009. In the division of profits its rules provided for the 
payment of 5 per cent. interest on capital, for the usual depreciation charges, 
and for reserves. The remaining profits were divided between committee 
workers, shareholders, an educational fund, a provident fund, and a special 
fund for inventors. Shares, the nominal value of which was £1, were 
transferable, but no member could hold less than one, or more than 100.

Continued from overleaf

and Shoe Factory was a major 

employer. Equity Shoes were also a 

co-operative as was the Anchor Boot 

and Shoe Company. That company 

was concerned about the poor 

housing in which many of its 

workers lived, an issue that had also 

been addressed by philanthropic 

factory owners in Saltaire and 

Bournville who had built model 

housing estates. Unlike them, 

Anchor used a co-operative to found 

Humberstone Garden Suburb. 143 

dwellings were built and provided 

with recreational facilities. Its 

Keyham Lane houses cost £450 each 

to build and were rented for 6/6d 

(32½p) per week. Rents are still 

controlled by the Anchor Tenants' 

Association.

There are 7,000 co-operatives in this 

country, such as alternative services 

co-operatives which provide 

carpentry, plumbing and other 

building skills. There are farm co-

operatives, of which Birds Eye Peas 

is one. Greenwich Leisure took over 

a leisure centre from its local council 

and now runs a hundred of them. 

Hesket Newmarket Brewery is a co-

operative and so is Crediton 

Community Bookshop. Locally 

there are the Knighton Lane Artists 

G r o u p ,  I b s t o c k  C o m m u n i t y  

Enterprise and the refounded 

Vaughan College.

Dorothy's enthusiasm for the co-

operative cause was evident and she 

had a fund of knowledge about the 

movement which could have kept 

her talking for long after the allotted 

hour, but she restrained herself to 

allow the audience to ask questions 

about a subject they had all heard of 

but now realised they knew 

comparatively little about.

Local Co-ops

How little We Knew
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1. What year was Jesus born?

a. We don’t know for sure, since the 

gospels disagree irreconcilably.

b. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was during the reign of 

Herod the Great (died around 4 B.C.).

c. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was when Quirinius was 

governor of Syria (6 A.D.).

d. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was the year the moon 

was in the seventh house and Jupiter 

aligned with Mars.

e. D’uh! The year zero, of course.

2. According to the Gospels, what 

day was Jesus born?

a. Dec 25th.

b. Dec 24th.

c. No date is given in any gospel.

d. The day of the Winter Solstice.

e. The third night of Hanukkah.

3. What pagan holiday did later 

Christians “borrow” to celebrate 

Jesus’ birthday?

a. The Greek Brumalia festival

b. The Roman feast of Saturnalia

c. Dies Natalis Solis Invicti (“the 

Birthday of the Unconquered Sun”)

d. All of the above

e. None of the above

4. On what day was Jesus really 

born? 

a. Jan 6

b. Feb 2 (Groundhog Day)

c. March 25

d. We can’t be certain.

e. Sometime during Sukkoth, the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles

5. According to Mark (the oldest 

gospel) where was Jesus born?

a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 

gold, frankincense and myrrh from afar.

c. There were no Wise Men.

d. Cupid, Donder and Blitzen.

e. Melchior of Persia, Caspar (or Gaspar) 

of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.

7. According to Matthew, who 

showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.

c. Scary stuff: An angel warns Joseph via 

a dream to flee their home in Bethlehem 

for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 

son, so they move to Nazareth in Galilee 

instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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Denise Buchan concludes her review of 

David Bell’s  talk  about some of the 

brave people of the East Midlands who  

defied  the establishment of the day. 

Newark

Daniel Holt was born and lived in 

Newark. On leaving school he was 

apprenticed to a printer, opening his 

own print workshop as soon as the 

opportunity arose. David explained 

that at this time elections were 

corrupt and certainly undemocratic. 

In county constituencies only men 

who owned property worth more 

than 40 shillings a year could vote 

and very often these men were 

expected to vote for their local 

landowner's candidate. In more 

urban areas, ie boroughs, where 

there was often more than one 

candidate votes could be bought. A 

few boroughs operated a 'scot and 

lot' system whereby men who paid a 

local tax, the 'scot', could vote. This 

tax was to pay towards the upkeep of 

the local poorhouse. The word lives 

on in our saying 'to get away scot-

free'. It was to try to reform this 

corrupt system and to bring about 

constitutional reform that Daniel 

dedicated his life.

After he had opened his printing 

works Daniel published a history of 

Newark and also started the town's 

first newspaper, the Newark Herald. 

He was a lifelong admirer and 

believer in the philosophy of Thomas 

Paine and an advocate for the civil 

unrest going on in France and the 

independence of  the Brit ish 

provinces in America.  This meant 

that as well as the usual contents of a 

local newspaper the Herald would 

campaign for things like the 

abolition of slavery, constitutional 

reform and for a rising against the 

government. Needless to say not 

everyone shared Daniel's radical 

Tom Paine

views. 

The government was very concerned 

that popular dissent could lead to a 

French style revolution and 

considered that any call for reform, 

however reasonable, was a seditious 

act. This culminated in the issuing in 

1792 of a Royal Proclamation against 

'seditious publications' and the 

establishment of local loyalist 

groups, known as Crown and 

Anchor Associations, for “the 

preservation of liberty and property 

against republicans and levellers”. 

The group which set up in Newark 

was populated by leading men of the 

town, people of wealth and 

influence and at their second 

meeting  they appointed an official 

to “expunge from the walls of Newark 

any seditious writings or expressions 

leading to disaffection to the King or 

Constitution.” 

Although not named it was obvious 

that they wished to silence the 

Newark Herald and Daniel Holt. To 

accomplish this a clergyman 

member of the C&AA visited 

Daniel's shop and bought two 

pamphlets, one an article written ten 

years previously by a Major John 

Cartwright entitled 'Address to the 

Tradespeople, Mechanics, Labourers and 

other Inhabitants of the town of Newark 

on a Parliamentary Reform' and the 

other was a response to the Royal 

Proclamation written by Thomas 

Paine. These publications were then 

forwarded to the Attorney General 

and in 1793 Daniel was charged with 

having printed the article by Major 

Cartwright and for selling the leaflet 

written by Thomas Paine. 

War had finally been declared 

between Britain and France and so 

those people who had supported the 

French cause began to be viewed as 

Seditious Publications

Charges

not merely seditious but treasonous 

which didn't bode well. In July 

Daniel came to trial. He was 

represented by a renowned lawyer 

who presented a good case for the 

defence but the carefully selected 

jury found him guilty. The residents 

of Newark who supported Daniel 

covered the walls of the town with 

painted messages calling for all 

Englishmen to rise up and fight for 

liberty. Sentencing took place in 

November. Most people thought he 

would receive a fine, or at worst a 

s h o r t  p r i s o n  t e r m  b u t  t h e  

government and certain hard line 

royalists had decided to make an 

example of him and he was given a 

four year jail sentence with a £100 

fine. Before starting his sentence 

Daniel wrote an editorial in the 

Herald declaring that his only crime 

had been to call for universal liberty, 

to be opposed to an unpopular war 

and to a corrupt government.

Once in Newgate he continued to 

campaign from prison and wrote a 

book: 'A Vindication of the Conduct and 

Principles of the Printer of the Newark 

Herald' which was published in 1794. 

It was popular enough to run to a 

second edition but was, in a way, 

Daniel's swan song because both the 

Newark Herald  and his other 

publication, 'The Briton', ceased 

A Vindication

Daniel Holt - Another East Midlands Radical

Denise Buchan
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1. What year was Jesus born?

a. We don’t know for sure, since the 

gospels disagree irreconcilably.

b. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was during the reign of 

Herod the Great (died around 4 B.C.).

c. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was when Quirinius was 

governor of Syria (6 A.D.).

d. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was the year the moon 

was in the seventh house and Jupiter 

aligned with Mars.

e. D’uh! The year zero, of course.

2. According to the Gospels, what 

day was Jesus born?

a. Dec 25th.

b. Dec 24th.

c. No date is given in any gospel.

d. The day of the Winter Solstice.

e. The third night of Hanukkah.

3. What pagan holiday did later 

Christians “borrow” to celebrate 

Jesus’ birthday?

a. The Greek Brumalia festival

b. The Roman feast of Saturnalia

c. Dies Natalis Solis Invicti (“the 

Birthday of the Unconquered Sun”)

d. All of the above

e. None of the above

4. On what day was Jesus really 

born? 

a. Jan 6

b. Feb 2 (Groundhog Day)

c. March 25

d. We can’t be certain.

e. Sometime during Sukkoth, the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles

5. According to Mark (the oldest 

gospel) where was Jesus born?

a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 

gold, frankincense and myrrh from afar.

c. There were no Wise Men.

d. Cupid, Donder and Blitzen.

e. Melchior of Persia, Caspar (or Gaspar) 

of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.

7. According to Matthew, who 

showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.

c. Scary stuff: An angel warns Joseph via 

a dream to flee their home in Bethlehem 

for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 

son, so they move to Nazareth in Galilee 

instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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while he was incarcerated. He 

served his full four year term, being 

released in 1797, but his health had 

been broken by the harsh regime to 

which he had been exposed and he 

died two years later at only 33 years 

of age. 

Many of the reforms he had 

advocated did come into existence, 

although many years later and so 

perhaps he cannot claim to have 

directly influenced immediate 

changes to political life in Britain but 

it was all the people like Daniel, who 

had worked so hard, selflessly and 

without surrender, generation upon 

generation, whom we have to thank 

for the improvements which have 

come to pass since the 18th century.

David had other people whose lives 

he would have liked to share with us 

but alas time had overtaken us and 

so there was only time for a few 

questions, a vote of thanks and tea 

and biscuits.       

Reforms

The National Secular Society has 

warned a parliamentary committee 

that recommending the adoption of 

a  f o r m a l  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  

' I s lamophobia '  threatens  to  

undermine  the right to free speech.

The NSS told the Home Affairs 

Select Committee that the term 

'Islamophobia' conflated "legitimate 

criticism of Islam, or Islamic practices, 

with anti-Muslim prejudice, bigotry 

and hatred".

The NSS said the government "must 

not treat the civil liberties of British 

citizens as an afterthought in its efforts 

to tackle anti-Muslim prejudice".

The committee has gathered 

evidence on 'Islamophobia' after a 

p a r l i a m e n t a r y  g r o u p  

recommended defining it as "a type 

of racism that targets expressions of 

Muslimness or perceived Muslimness".

The NSS's submission said the 

phrase "expressions of Muslimness" 

in the proposed definition could 

"effectively be translated to mean 

Islamic practices".

It noted that erroneous claims of 

'Islamophobia' had acted as cover 

f o r  p r e j u d i c e ,  b i g o t r y  a n d  

illiberalism. It cited examples of 

such claims being used to shut 

down criticism of Islamic views and 

customs affecting LGBT+ rights, 

women ' s  r ights ,  ve i l ing  o f  

schoolgirls and the non-stun 

slaughter of animals.

"We reject the idea that any set of beliefs 

should be privileged or protected from 

criticism. In a liberal, secular 

democracy individuals should be 

afforded respect and protection. Ideas 

should not.

"Racism and anti-Muslim bigotry need 

to be challenged, but proposals to 

promote the vague concept of  

Islamophobia seriously risk restricting 

public discussion and making matters 

worse."

The NSS said silencing criticism of 

Islam would be "counterproductive 

to social cohesion". It added that it 

had become "impossible to fight for any 

i n t e r n a l  c h a n g e  i n  M u s l i m  

communities" without being branded 

an 'Islamophobe'.

And the NSS said five proposed 'tests' 

on  speech  proposed  by  the  

parliamentary group would put 

"legitimate commentary and debate 

about Islam beyond the bounds of 

reasonable public debate" The proposed 

'tests' ask:

Does it stereotype Muslims by 

assuming they all think the same?

Is it about Muslims or a dialogue with 

Muslims, which they would wish to 

join in?

Is mutual learning possible?

Is the language civil and contextually 

appropriate?

Does the person doing the criticism 

really care about the issue or [are they] 

using it to attack Muslims?

The all-party parliamentary group on 

British Muslims called for the official 

definition of 'Islamophobia' in its 

report Islamophobia Defined, which 

was published in November. The NSS 

and others have since urged the home 

secretary Sajid Javid not to adopt the 

definition.

The home affairs committee has said 

its hearings were also partly 

prompted by a sharp rise in the 

number of anti-Muslim hate crimes 

being reported to the authorities.

The body which inspects police forces 

in England & Wales, Her Majesty's 

Inspectorate of Constabulary and 

Fire & Rescue Services (HMICFRS), 

has recently noted "significant 

problems with the way hate crimes are 

flagged".

In a report published in July, it noted 

particular problems caused by the 

fact that those who report hate crime 

do not need to justify the belief that 

perpetrators' motivation was "one of 
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from the National Secular Society

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Continued from overleaf

Should religious beliefs be protected from criticism?

 ISLAMOPHOBIA: A DEFINITION?

The Case for Secularism: a neutral 
state in an open society, argues for the 
secular approach and is intended to 
appeal both to humanists and  
religious believers. It is edited by 
Professor Richard Norman. Ebook 
available at 0.99p from UKHumanists 
and  Amazon
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1. What year was Jesus born?

a. We don’t know for sure, since the 

gospels disagree irreconcilably.

b. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was during the reign of 

Herod the Great (died around 4 B.C.).

c. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was when Quirinius was 

governor of Syria (6 A.D.).

d. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was the year the moon 

was in the seventh house and Jupiter 

aligned with Mars.

e. D’uh! The year zero, of course.

2. According to the Gospels, what 

day was Jesus born?

a. Dec 25th.

b. Dec 24th.

c. No date is given in any gospel.

d. The day of the Winter Solstice.

e. The third night of Hanukkah.

3. What pagan holiday did later 

Christians “borrow” to celebrate 

Jesus’ birthday?

a. The Greek Brumalia festival

b. The Roman feast of Saturnalia

c. Dies Natalis Solis Invicti (“the 

Birthday of the Unconquered Sun”)

d. All of the above

e. None of the above

4. On what day was Jesus really 

born? 

a. Jan 6

b. Feb 2 (Groundhog Day)

c. March 25

d. We can’t be certain.

e. Sometime during Sukkoth, the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles

5. According to Mark (the oldest 

gospel) where was Jesus born?

a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 

gold, frankincense and myrrh from afar.

c. There were no Wise Men.

d. Cupid, Donder and Blitzen.

e. Melchior of Persia, Caspar (or Gaspar) 

of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.

7. According to Matthew, who 

showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.

c. Scary stuff: An angel warns Joseph via 

a dream to flee their home in Bethlehem 

for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 

son, so they move to Nazareth in Galilee 

instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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from the National Secular Society

PETERLOO
Over the weekend I went to see the 

recently released Mike Leigh film 

“Peterloo”.  I enjoyed it greatly and it 

seems to have received  favourable 

reviews.  Some unkinder critics have 

suggested it is too wordy but I can't 

agree.  Mike Leigh has tried not to 

over-s impl i fy  and accurate ly  

represents some complex issues.  He 

has not “dumbed-down”.  As such I 

would recommend the film anyway 

but I wonder if you are aware how 

relevant Peterloo is to secular history 

and the National Secular Society in 

particular.  That's why I'm writing.

During the last hour of the film 

Richard Carlile appears and arranges 

to travel with the main act “Orator” 

Henry Hunt  (“The Wil tshire  

Peacock”) to the scene of the meeting 

where he joined Hunt on the hustings.  

Later he is seen walking across St 

Peter's Fields after the massacre 

agreeing to ensure people know about 

the events they have just witnessed.  

He did just that and some claim that 

he coined the term “Peterloo”. Mike 

Leigh's film portrays him doing just 

that. 

 Carlile is a fascinating character and I 

have written a brief piece about him 

for the history pages of the NSS 

website.  I would summarise his 

importance as follows:

ŸCarlile republished all of Thomas 

Paine's work in the same year as 

Peterloo (1819).  Paine, of course was 

a republican and freethinker who 

had been central to not one but two 

revolutions (in France and America).  

In the repressive circumstances of 

the time this was highly dangerous.

ŸAfter Peterloo most of the leading 

characters were arrested, tried for 

sedition and locked up.  Carlile got 

away, because he was unknown in 

Manchester, he returned to London 

and published his account in a 

journal he founded for the purpose 

called “The Republican”.  I have a 

copy!  Shortly afterwards, he in turn 

was  arres ted  and t r ied  for  

publishing Paine's “Age of Reason” 

(a freethought manifesto) and ended 

up serving 7 years in Dorchester 

Gaol for his trouble.

ŸCarlile also wrote “Every Woman's 

Book” which was the first pamphlet 

advocating birth control and 

providing advice on how conception 

can be avoided.  Incredibly he also 

advocated free love in his book 

because he regarded Christian 

sexual morality as repressive of 

women. He was a pioneering 

feminist.

ŸAfter his release from gaol he went 

on a number of national lecture tours 

and became the first person to 

establish a national freethought (or 

secular?) organisation.  Thousands 

thronged to hear him speak.  He was 

often accompanied by the self-styled 

Rev Robert Taylor (the Devil's 

Chaplain).  

It is important to understand that 

many if not most reformers were 

freethinkers (the word secularist 

comes later) because in their minds the 

Church was one of the main pillars of a 

repressive establishment.  Mike 

Leigh's film makes this quite clear.

Some years later, after Carlile's death, 

a young Charles Bradlaugh went to 

live with Carlile's former partner, a 

woman called Eliza Sharples.  Later 

Bradlaugh acquired a small gavel 

(hammer) which Carlile had used to 

chair reformers' meetings in London.  

Like Carlile he used it to chair political 

and social meetings and came to 

describe it as the symbol of the office 

of the President of the NSS.  We still 

have the gavel in the NSS office and it 

inscribed with various names 

including Carlile, Bradlaugh, G.W. 

Foote and Chapman Cohen.  

Also in the Conway Hall library is 

Carlile's writing desk which he used in 

Dorchester Gaol.

Finally, one of the buildings which 

housed Carlile's meeting rooms, 

bookshop and publishing house is still 

in existence at 62 Fleet Street 

(confusingly this is actually in 

Bouverie Street).  Carlile called it a 

“Temple of Reason”.  Today the 

ground floor is a Vietnamese 

takeaway! 

Further reading: Michael Bush: The 

Friends and Following of Richard Carlile, 

Twopenny Press, 2016

A review by Bob Forder

A painting of the Peterloo Massacre published by Richard Carlile, October 1819. On the 
left of the platform a female reformer dressed in white holds a banner for the 
Manchester Female Reform Union.
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1. What year was Jesus born?

a. We don’t know for sure, since the 

gospels disagree irreconcilably.

b. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was during the reign of 

Herod the Great (died around 4 B.C.).

c. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was when Quirinius was 

governor of Syria (6 A.D.).

d. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was the year the moon 

was in the seventh house and Jupiter 

aligned with Mars.

e. D’uh! The year zero, of course.

2. According to the Gospels, what 

day was Jesus born?

a. Dec 25th.

b. Dec 24th.

c. No date is given in any gospel.

d. The day of the Winter Solstice.

e. The third night of Hanukkah.

3. What pagan holiday did later 

Christians “borrow” to celebrate 

Jesus’ birthday?

a. The Greek Brumalia festival

b. The Roman feast of Saturnalia

c. Dies Natalis Solis Invicti (“the 

Birthday of the Unconquered Sun”)

d. All of the above

e. None of the above

4. On what day was Jesus really 

born? 

a. Jan 6

b. Feb 2 (Groundhog Day)

c. March 25

d. We can’t be certain.

e. Sometime during Sukkoth, the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles

5. According to Mark (the oldest 

gospel) where was Jesus born?

a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 

gold, frankincense and myrrh from afar.

c. There were no Wise Men.

d. Cupid, Donder and Blitzen.

e. Melchior of Persia, Caspar (or Gaspar) 

of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.

7. According to Matthew, who 

showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.

c. Scary stuff: An angel warns Joseph via 

a dream to flee their home in Bethlehem 

for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 

son, so they move to Nazareth in Galilee 

instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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Jonathon Brooks stepped into a gap 

in our programme on 28th October at 

very short notice to talk about this 

macabre subject, not at all in the style 

of Halloween. He is working on a 

PhD at Leicester University where he 

also teaches taphonomy, the study of 

decomposition, and is a director of a 

company specialising in finding and 

analysing corpses. He is called upon 

by governments  and NGOs,  

sometimes after a mass disaster such 

as the Grenfell tower fire, and 

sometimes to find an individual 

body and to work out what has 

happened to it. He said there is a 

golden hour after discovery where 

t h e y  h o p e  t o  g e t  a s  m u c h  

information as possible before 

having to hand over to the police or 

being distracted by the press.

A great range of skills is employed in 

this work. To find a burial or a mass 

grave ground penetrating radar may 

be used or there can be indications 

from aerial photography of ground 

disturbed recently or centuries ago. 

Forensic archaeologists are called on 

to interpret recent deaths as well as 

those in the distant past. Dogs are 

used to detect cadavers, though in 

this country they can only be trained 

using pigs rather than human 

remains. (In the US there are 

i n s t i t u t i o n s  s t u d y i n g  t h e  

decomposition of human cadavers 

in various natural conditions.) 

Forensic anthropologists will 

determine first whether the remains 

are human, then the sex, likely age 

(e.g. from the skull sutures), height, 

ethnic origin and perhaps the cause 

of death from the condition of the 

bones. Clothing and personal 

belongings near the corpse can be 

used to identify the deceased and 

may tell something about the 

manner of death. CT and MRI scans 

will reveal internal features without 

having to cut into the remains.

This work can be dangerous as well 

a s  g r u e s o m e .  F i n d i n g  a n d  

examining a mass grave can provide 

evidence of an atrocity that the 

perpetrators would prefer to be 

hidden. They may do that by direct 

Search, Recovery & Identification of Human Remains

Anthony Matthew

threats to the investigators or by 

planting booby traps with the 

victims. As well as such physical 

d a n g e r s ,  i n v e s t i g a t o r s  m a y  

experience mental traumas from 

what they have witnessed but the 

organisations that  employ them do 

not have any support programmes 

for that purpose.

Public Opinion on Religion and Politics in 2018
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a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.
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6. According to Luke, who were the 
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c. There were no Wise Men.
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showed up on the night of Jesus’ 
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a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.
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for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 
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instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 
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ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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Milan Rai – The Nonviolent Russian Revolution

Rai gave us enough background 

information to understand the 

significance of several nonviolent 

engagements at the time of the 

Russian Revolution in 1917.  In 

February of that year and 

following an international 

women's day with its focus on 

the shortage of bread and 

opposition to the war in Europe, 

workers, students, middle-classes 

joined to bring about the 

abdication of the tsar.  They were 

able to do so because they got 

sufficient numbers of the military 

– not the police – to mutiny – to 

act against the repression of the 

people.  An explosion of elections 

took place in various institutions.  

Some of the energy of this non-

violence came from the Russian 

army throwing down its guns 

and returning home radicalised 

by the politics at the front in 

Europe.

The second nonviolent 

engagement took place in August 

when crack military troops 

coming to Petrograd [St 

Petersburg / Leningrad] were 

forestalled at railway stations on the 

way by the action of the railway 

unions.  Once again the soldiers 

were approached by civilians to 

honour the way of the people rather 

than pursue repression.

The third nonviolent engagement 

was Rai's researched events that 

took place at what has been known 

as 'the storming of the Winter 

Palace' in October.  Here following 

on a mass debate that the Bolsheviks 

set up at the Petrograd Fortress, 

soldiers of the armed Red Guard 

allowed themselves to be disarmed 

to convince the defenders of the last 

ministers in the Palace to put down 

their weapons.

In response to questions put to him 

Rai encouraged us not to 

underestimate grassroots support 

for nonviolent action.  He 

emphasised that such action needed 

to be taken in conjunction with an 

analysis of where the forces of 

repression may be responsive to a 

sense of mutual destiny.  Rai's book 

1917:  The Nonviolent Russian 

Revolution and Peace News, where 

analysis of nonviolent actions past 

and present are detailed beyond 

what is available in the standard 
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subscribed to on the Peace News 
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It was admirable that Rai began by 

finding out where we were as an 

audience in the understanding of 

the Russian Revolution and 

encouraging us to begin by 

communicating with each other.

Bobba Cass

The National Secular Society has written to Google to 
ask it to remove an app which encourages Indonesians 
to report people they suspect of religious 'heresy' to 
the authorities.

In November, the Indonesian government launched 
the Smart Pakem app, which allows Indonesians to 
report "deviant" religious ideas.

The app lists several religious minority groups and 
names their leaders and Indonesian office addresses 
and describes their "deviant teachings".

Indonesia officially recognises six religions: Islam, 
Protestantism, Catholicism, Hinduism, Buddhism and 
Confucianism. Its blasphemy law makes it illegal to 
promote any other religion or belief system. 
Supporting atheism is effectively banned.

HERESEY APP ON GOOGLE PLAY
N.S.S. seeks removal of
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1. What year was Jesus born?

a. We don’t know for sure, since the 

gospels disagree irreconcilably.

b. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was during the reign of 

Herod the Great (died around 4 B.C.).

c. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was when Quirinius was 

governor of Syria (6 A.D.).

d. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was the year the moon 

was in the seventh house and Jupiter 

aligned with Mars.

e. D’uh! The year zero, of course.

2. According to the Gospels, what 

day was Jesus born?

a. Dec 25th.

b. Dec 24th.

c. No date is given in any gospel.

d. The day of the Winter Solstice.

e. The third night of Hanukkah.

3. What pagan holiday did later 

Christians “borrow” to celebrate 

Jesus’ birthday?

a. The Greek Brumalia festival

b. The Roman feast of Saturnalia

c. Dies Natalis Solis Invicti (“the 

Birthday of the Unconquered Sun”)

d. All of the above

e. None of the above

4. On what day was Jesus really 

born? 

a. Jan 6

b. Feb 2 (Groundhog Day)

c. March 25

d. We can’t be certain.

e. Sometime during Sukkoth, the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles

5. According to Mark (the oldest 

gospel) where was Jesus born?

a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 

gold, frankincense and myrrh from afar.

c. There were no Wise Men.

d. Cupid, Donder and Blitzen.

e. Melchior of Persia, Caspar (or Gaspar) 

of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.

7. According to Matthew, who 

showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.

c. Scary stuff: An angel warns Joseph via 

a dream to flee their home in Bethlehem 

for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 

son, so they move to Nazareth in Galilee 

instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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This new book by your editor, Ned 

Newitt, 

This history of the irreligious covers 

the period from 1830 to 1867, when 

the Secular Society’s unbroken 

history of meetings and organisation 

began. 

During the 19th century, most 

religious leaders feared the growth of 

disbelief and religious sceptics often 

met with hostility and persecution. 

 

provides an insight into an 

unexplored part of Leicester's radical 

history. It  tells the story of Leicester’s 

early Victorian ‘heretics’ and 

‘infidels’ from the supporters of 

Richard Carlile’s ‘seditious’ press, 

through Robert Owen's socialists to 

the secularists of the 1850s. 

The book tells of how Leicester's hall 

of science: the 'Social Institution' 

outraged religious opinion in 1840.

Middle left: this poster was for the second public meeting organised by Secular 
Society in June 1852. Bottom left: the 1843 press advertisement which nearly 
brought the Owenite socialists before the magistrates for blasphemy.

Leicester's Victorian Infidels - A New Book

The book looks at how the infidels’ 

fight for free speech and freedom of 

conscience was bound up with the 

wider movement for political reform 

and the right to vote.  

In the 1850s, Sunday observance 

became a toxic political issue which 

divided the town and cost the Radical 

MP Joshua Walmsley,  his seat in 

parliament. His sin was to propose 

that the British Museum should be 

open on Sundays. It also explores the  

conflict between the Evangelising 

clergy and Radicals and Freethinkers 

over the issue of music being played 

on Sundays on the Racecourse. 

(Victoria Park.)

The book is a paperback, 84 pages 

long and in A5 (148 x 210mm) format. 

It has 11 colour illustrations and 37 in 

black and white. 

‘Hypocrisy denouncing music and Sunday finery.’ Punch May 24 1856 
Evangelists of all denominations preached Sunday observance, getting music 
banned from public spaces and wanting the closure of all shops and pubs on 
Sunday. Opponents pointed to the thousands of coachmen, footmen, cooks and  
servants employed by the clergy on Sundays

Available at Secular Society meetings 
from the author - £6.
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aligned with Mars.
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a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 
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c. There were no Wise Men.
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of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.
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showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 
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b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.
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b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 
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for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 
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instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.
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a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman
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New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."
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Re: Cycling and the ‘Ordinary’ Bicycle

John Catt

On Sunday 13th January Stuart 

Warburton, Secretary of the National 

Association of Veteran Cycle Clubs  

and retired curator for Leicestershire 

County Museums Service, gave a 

talk on the first 100 years history of 

the bicycle, its development and 

influence on culture and fashion. 

Stuart, wearing a cycle club uniform 

typical of the 1890s, with a short 

jacket and knee-length trousers in 

combination with long woollen 

socks plus pill box hat,   brought 

along an Ordinary Bicycle (known 

colloquially as a “Penny Farthing”) 

which created much interest.

Stuart began by examining the 

murky history around the invention 

of the bicycle, which almost every 

nation in Europe lays claim to, 

beginning with the Italians who 

allege that a sketch from around 

1500 AD attributed to a pupil of 

Leonardo da Vinci, shows that they 

thought of it first. However this was 

found to have been drawn in the 

1890s.

The first practical bicycle is 

attributed to German Baron Karl von 

D r a i s ,  w h o  i n v e n t e d  h i s  

Laufmaschine ("running machine") 

in 1817, called Draisine (English) and 

patented this design in 1818. This 

wa s  t h e  f i r s t  c o m m e r c i a l l y  

successful two-wheeled, steerable, 

h u m a n - p r o p e l l e d  m a c h i n e ,  

commonly called a velocipede, and 

nicknamed the “hobby-horse” or 

“dandy horse”. The  1820s-1850s 

witnessed many developments 

often using technologies similar to 

the draisine but based on tricycles or 

quadricycles and these saw the 

introduction of treadle power.

The Scots (or British if you are 

English) claim the first mechanically 

propelled two-wheel vehicle 

believed to have been built by 

Kirkpatrick Macmillan, a Scottish 

blacksmith, in 1839 and is said to 

have had a rear-wheel drive design 

using mid-mounted treadles 

connected by rods to a rear crank, 

similar to the transmission of a steam 

locomotive. It is not known whether 

it would have been hand or foot 

powered and very little can be 

verified.

France probably has the best claim 

for the invention of the bicycle. By 

the early 1860s, the blacksmith Pierre 

Michaux was producing "vélocipède 

à pédales" (“boneshakers”) on a 

small scale. He was sponsored by 

some wealthy entrepreneurs and by 

1869 they were producing 200 

machines per day and unable to 

meet demand. During this period 

James Starley in  Coventry, a sewing 

machine manufacturer, diversified  

into the manufacture of velocipedes 

for the French market. The Franco 

Prussian War almost eliminated the 

French velocipede industry and 

Starley made very good profits with 

little competition.

People started racing these machines 

and enlarging the front wheel to 

enable higher speeds (limited by the 

inside leg measurement of the rider), 

shrinking the rear wheel and 

lightening the frame. Frenchman 

Eugène Meyer produced wire-

spoked wheels in the late 1860s that 

enabled the development of the high 

bicycle (“Penny Farthing”). James 

Starley added the tangent spokes, 

the mounting step, ball bearings, 

solid rubber tires and hollow-section 

steel frames.

John Starley, James's nephew, 

produced the first successful "safety 

bicycle" (the "Rover") in 1885. It 

featured a steerable front wheel, 

equally sized wheels and a chain 

drive to the rear wheel. This 

improved comfort and speed, as the 

drive was transferred to the non-

smooth, relaxed and injury free 

pedaling plus easier turning. The 

hard rubber tyres were soon replaced 

by Dunlop's pneumatic tyres 

improving rider comfort. The 

diamond (triangular) frame meant 

l i g h t e r  we i g h t  a n d  s i m p l e r  

c o n s t r u c t i o n ,  r e d u c i n g  

manufacturing costs and allowing 

lower pricing. Starley's company 

eventually evolved into the Rover car 

company.

New York Illustrated Times, 1879
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c. There were no Wise Men.
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a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night
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heavenly host
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Anna
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8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 
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stories, and the other two say nothing.
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would not go until they get some.
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d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan

SECULARIST
N e x t E d i t i o n
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With sculptures and paintings 

featuring in the New Walk 

Museum’s German Expressionist 

Collection, Klopfleisch is an artist 

whose extraordinary story is in 

waiting.  Thanks to a detailed and 

emotive biography by her daughter, 

Sonja Grossner, in her own right a 

composer, the story of a life filled 

with determination, struggle, and 

creativity is available in print.  

Thanks to a fascinating short play 

by Alison Dunne and enacted by 

Hayley Thornton we were treated to 

a glimpse of what, had Margarete 

been a male artist one is tempted to 

say, would have long since been 

given its due recognition as the 

story of an extraordinarily gifted 

artist.

Klopfleisch, a communist in post 

World War I Dresden, Germany, had 

to flee Nazi Germany, then 

Czechoslovakia, to find begrudging 

refuge in England, and later on her 

return to Dresden, Stasi disdain.  'I 

had to wander through the world.'  

Her sculpture Despair, a feature of 

the Museum's collection, was 

carved, it is important to remember,  

in detention on British soil.

The short play celebrates Klopfleisch 

as a survivor.  But the story of some 

of her main oeuvre has yet to be told 

as well as that of her perpetual 

wandering.  The New Walk Museum 

will launch a major exhibition of her 

work in 2020, and those committed 

to honouring this wonderful artist 

will eventually realise a more 

complete Gretel Klopfleisch Story.

Thanks must be given as well to 

Gillian Lighton, for hosting, and 

Lorna Grossner,  Margarete 's  

granddaughter for supporting, this 

event.

MARGARETE KLOPFLEISCH (1911-1984)

Bobba Cass

Despair by Margarete Klopfleisch Sculpture in wood, 1941 (New Walk Museum)

Continued from overleaf 

Stuart pointed out that the bicycle, 

even in its earlier forms, had proved 

attractive to women, and even hobby 

horses had been produced with off-

set wheels to enable ladies in skirts to 

at least attempt to ride. The bicycle 

gave them the freedom to travel 

outside the home under their own 

p o we r.  B i c y c l e  r i d i n g  a l s o  

necessitated more practical clothing 

for women and led to significant 

changes to female attire.

Woman cyclists were keen advocates 

o f  wo m e n ' s  r i g h t  t o  d r e s s  

appropriately for the activity, as 

promoted by the Rational Dress 

Society. A leading member of the 

Society was Lady Harberton (who 

created the divided skirt) who with 

the assistance of the Cyclists' 

Touring Club (CTC) sued a hotelier 

for refusing to serve her in the lounge 

bar due to her dress and lost (at great cost to the CTC).

The use of bicycles by women was an essential element of the suffragette 

movement, with local suffragette Alice Hawkins being a member of both the 

Secular Society and the Clarion Cycling Club (which proselytised for 

socialism, the early Labour party and women's rights).

Stuart's talk was promoted in conjunction with the Leicestershire & Rutland 

Cyclists' Touring Club and was well received with fifty in the audience.
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1. What year was Jesus born?

a. We don’t know for sure, since the 

gospels disagree irreconcilably.

b. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was during the reign of 

Herod the Great (died around 4 B.C.).

c. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was when Quirinius was 

governor of Syria (6 A.D.).

d. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was the year the moon 

was in the seventh house and Jupiter 

aligned with Mars.

e. D’uh! The year zero, of course.

2. According to the Gospels, what 

day was Jesus born?

a. Dec 25th.

b. Dec 24th.

c. No date is given in any gospel.

d. The day of the Winter Solstice.

e. The third night of Hanukkah.

3. What pagan holiday did later 

Christians “borrow” to celebrate 

Jesus’ birthday?

a. The Greek Brumalia festival

b. The Roman feast of Saturnalia

c. Dies Natalis Solis Invicti (“the 

Birthday of the Unconquered Sun”)

d. All of the above

e. None of the above

4. On what day was Jesus really 

born? 

a. Jan 6

b. Feb 2 (Groundhog Day)

c. March 25

d. We can’t be certain.

e. Sometime during Sukkoth, the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles

5. According to Mark (the oldest 

gospel) where was Jesus born?

a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 

gold, frankincense and myrrh from afar.

c. There were no Wise Men.

d. Cupid, Donder and Blitzen.

e. Melchior of Persia, Caspar (or Gaspar) 

of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.

7. According to Matthew, who 

showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.

c. Scary stuff: An angel warns Joseph via 

a dream to flee their home in Bethlehem 

for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 

son, so they move to Nazareth in Galilee 

instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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CHURCH SPENT £40M OF PUBLIC 
MONEY WITHOUT PROPER SCRUTINY

government.

DCMS and the National Audit Office 

(NAO) failed to follow up on these 

requirements. As a result, the 

archbishops' council was able to 

reallocate money not needed for the 

repairs, rather than returning it to the 

public purse.

The NSS obtained much of its 

information from FoI requests to 

DCMS, the NAO and the Treasury. 

According to the NSS this "shoddy 

episode" had shown that: 

"The church was unwilling to be held to 

account, and the government was 

unwilling to hold it to account.....The 

political power and prestige the Church of 

England gains from its established status 

makes this possible. It benefits from the 

cosy relationship between church and 

state – and is easily able to abuse its 

position at the public's expense."

The NSS said there was little evidence 

of the scheme's relevance to the First 

Wo r l d  Wa r ' s  c e n t e n a r y  a n d  

suggested the government had "used 

the war commemorations as a convenient 

pretext to give the church money".

The NSS wrote to the NAO to 

highlight concerns about the fund. 

The NAO then investigated the 

fund's handling and identified "a 

number of areas for improvement."

In 2018, this year the NSS also raised 

concerns with the government that 

the church could easily afford to fund 

its own repairs. The C of E's 

fragmented financial structure 

makes it difficult to calculat its total 

wealth, but it is thought to hold assets 

in excess of £15bn. 

The Church Commissioners have an 

£8bn investment portfolio. It also has 

£4.7bn in dioceses, £1bn in cathedrals 

and an estimated £1-10bn in parish 

church councils. Despite this at least 

£810m of public money has been 

channelled into the church via 

government and lottery sources since 

1999.

The government allowed the Church 

of England to spend £40m of 

taxpayers' money on cathedral 

repairs without subjecting it to 

proper scrutiny. This is revealed in 

research made by the National 

Secular Society.

NSS freedom of information (FoI) 

requests have highlighted the failure 

to hold the church accountable for its 

handling of money given out under 

the First World War cathedral repairs 

fund.

This led the Government to put 

inaccurate, unverified figures on the 

parliamentary record as a result. The 

£20m fund was created by chancellor 

George Osborne in the 2014 Budget  

In 2016, the government doubled the 

funding. Leicester Cathedral was 

originally allocated £140,000 for 

repairs to the stonework, but in the 

end received £300,000. 

The NSS research shows that the 

church was not required to make a 

business case before it was given the 

money, as bidders for public funds 

usually are.

The government also allowed the 

church's archbishops' council to 

administer the fund to save £500,000 

in administration costs. However, 

putting a CoE body in charge of the 

project created a conflict of interest.

The Treasury made this decision 

despite  object ions  from the 

Department for Digital, Culture, 

Media and Sport (DCMS), which 

wanted English Heritage to run the 

scheme.

Once the money had been granted 

the government failed to press the 

church to justify its expenditure or 

provide independent verification. 

The church failed to issue yearly 

reports detailing its expenditure, 

signed off by an external auditor, or 

accurate quotes of the work to be 

done, despite being required to do so  

in its grant contract with the 
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1. What year was Jesus born?

a. We don’t know for sure, since the 

gospels disagree irreconcilably.

b. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was during the reign of 

Herod the Great (died around 4 B.C.).

c. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was when Quirinius was 

governor of Syria (6 A.D.).

d. We don’t know for sure, but the 

gospels agree it was the year the moon 

was in the seventh house and Jupiter 

aligned with Mars.

e. D’uh! The year zero, of course.

2. According to the Gospels, what 

day was Jesus born?

a. Dec 25th.

b. Dec 24th.

c. No date is given in any gospel.

d. The day of the Winter Solstice.

e. The third night of Hanukkah.

3. What pagan holiday did later 

Christians “borrow” to celebrate 

Jesus’ birthday?

a. The Greek Brumalia festival

b. The Roman feast of Saturnalia

c. Dies Natalis Solis Invicti (“the 

Birthday of the Unconquered Sun”)

d. All of the above

e. None of the above

4. On what day was Jesus really 

born? 

a. Jan 6

b. Feb 2 (Groundhog Day)

c. March 25

d. We can’t be certain.

e. Sometime during Sukkoth, the Jewish 

Feast of Tabernacles

5. According to Mark (the oldest 

gospel) where was Jesus born?

a. He doesn’t say.

b. By the chimney, with care.

c. In his parent’s house in Nazareth.

d. A manger in Bethlehem.

e. A cave in Bethlehem.

6. According to Luke, who were the 

Wise Men?

a. A group of 2 – 12 Zoroastrian 

astrologers from Persia.

b. Three kings of orient bearing gifts of 

gold, frankincense and myrrh from afar.

c. There were no Wise Men.

d. Cupid, Donder and Blitzen.

e. Melchior of Persia, Caspar (or Gaspar) 

of India, and Balthazar of Arabia.

7. According to Matthew, who 

showed up on the night of Jesus’ 

birth?

a. Shepherds keeping watch over their 

flocks by night

b. An angel and a multitude of the 

heavenly host

c. The prophet Simeon and the prophetess 

Anna

d. Ten lords a-leaping

e. No one.

8. What happened after Jesus’ birth?

a. Impossible to say for sure – two of the 

gospels tell completely contradictory 

stories, and the other two say nothing.

b.  Good tidings were brought for him and 

his kin; and then figgy pudding, for they 

would not go until they get some.

c. Scary stuff: An angel warns Joseph via 

a dream to flee their home in Bethlehem 

for Egypt. Herod kills all the baby boys in 

the region. After Herod’s death, they 

return to Judea but are afraid of Herod’s 

son, so they move to Nazareth in Galilee 

instead (evidently, Matthew forgot that 

Galilee was ruled by Herod’s other son!).

d. Happy stuff: The shepherds spread the 

good news to all, baby Jesus is 

circumcised, and after the obligatory 40 

days for ritual purity, brought to the 

temple in Jerusalem where prophets hail 

him as the Christ. They return home to 

Nazareth and go back to Jerusalem every 

year for Passover until Jesus is twelve.

e. We aren’t told, the gospels immediately 

cut to his adulthood.

9. Which of these traditional 

Christmas elements were originally 

pagan?

a. Christmas Trees

b. Yule Logs

c. The Birth of the Savior

d. Boughs of Holly and Sprigs of 

Mistletoe

e. All of the above

10. Where does the word “Yuletide” 

come from?

a. It’s an abbreviation of the Latin 

ultimus ides, “last holiday of the year.”

b. From Germanic/Old Norse “Jul-time” 

or “Jól-time” (the midwinter fest).

c. Named after Julius Caesar, who 

invented Sanctus Clausius, the Roman 

Santa Claus.

d. Named in honor of Hywll Tydd, 

ancient Welsh god of reindeer and socks.

e. Nordic priests copied the name from the 

Christian Christmastide.

11. Who started the War on 

Christmas?

a .  Tr u e  A m e r i c a n  C h r i s t i a n  

Fundamentalists and the Founding 

Fathers

b. Richard Dawkins

c. Godless atheists, the liberal media, gays 

and lesbians, activist judges, science 

teachers, lawyers, the ACLU, democrats 

and everyone else we hate.

d. The Jews

e. Al Qaida

12. Our familiar modern American 

“Santa Claus” is based on all these 

earlier figures, EXCEPT for:

a. The English Father Christmas, Charles 

Dickens’ characters and the Victorian 

cartoons of Thomas Nast.

b. The Dutch Santa, Sinterklaas or 

Goedheiligman

c. A de-horned, sanitized, anagram of 

Satan.

d. Mighty Norse thunder god Thor’s 

father, Odin

e. St. Nikolaos, 4th-century Greek bishop 

and patron saint of children.

Bonus Question! (re-gifted from the 

Ultimate Easter Quiz)

13. Who wrote these gospels, 

The Ultimate Christmas Quiz – By David Fitzgerald

Katherine Duffy

Christmas
That time of year 
when Atheists 
and Christians 
suspend their 
belief systems and 
celebrate 
Paganism...
Wishing you a 
Happy Solstice, 
Christmas and 
New Year!

anyway?

a. Matthew, Mark, Luke, John – I 

mean, come on, it says so right there.

b. Actually, none of the gospels even 

claim to be written by eyewitnesses -

all were originally anonymous and 

written at least a generation later.

c. Well, it’s more like the end of first 

century for Mark and sometime in the 

early to mid 2nd century for the 

others, if you must know.

d. Hold on – Not only that, but 

Matthew and Luke just reworked 

Mark gospel, adding their own 

material and tweaking Mark’s text to 

better fit what they thought it should 

say.

The report said: "We are concerned 

that flagging hate crime incorrectly 

has serious implications for forces in 

terms of their ability to understand 

hate crime and how it affects victims 

and their communities, and then 

respond appropriately. Incorrect 

flagging also undermines the 

integrity of published national data 

and analysis."

Denise Buchan
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